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advertising in the People's Republic of China (PRC),
after years of suppression and condemnation as a
'capitalist tool`, was finally resurrected in 1979 as a
result of China's ope,11 door policy. In the past few years,
along with the expansion of foreign trade, advertising of
both Chinese exports in overseas countries and foreign
imports in the PRC market has increased.
Despite the recent upsurge in business activities,
the Chinese advertising industry remains backwards and
underdeveloped. This research intends to examine the mo-
tives of the foreign advertising agencies in entering the
PRC market the strategies adopted the problems en-
countered and the prospects of these agencies in the PRC
in the future.
A mail survey was specially designed for the purpose
of collecting information for this research. Though the
results indicated that the agencies are presently involved
mainly in short run business activities and are refraining
from long term capital investment, it is likely that they
will become more involved in the future in view of the
continuous expansion of China--West trade. Although there
are still many inherent problems that may hamper the
development of advertising in the PRC, the agencies should
3
begin to adopt a long-term perspective and initiate posi-
tive actions to assume a more important role in the future
development of the advertising industry in the PRC in
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Over the past few years, the People's Republic of
China (PRC) has been vigorously pursuing modernisation and
reform of the nation's economic structure. As a result,
,here has been significant improvement in living standard
for many of the one billion population. Income per capita
rose by 33% bewteen 1978 to 1982 resulting in an increase
in disposable income.1 As a result, significant opportuni-
ties arose for foreign multinational companies in the PRC
in many diverse industries.
When China adopted the open door policy in 1979, half
a dozen advertising agencies flocked in to establish their
presence. But when China slashed imports in 1981 and 1982,
advertising dollar also plunged. However, when, the PRC
later relaxed its import policy, companies they, gave ad-
vertising another look. With the expansion of foreign
trade, the need to differentiate and promote individual
corporations and their products subsequently increases.
This creates a. golden opportunity for the many foreign
advertising agencies whicn have. been waiting to size up
the potential of a market consisting of one billion
oeoale.
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According to the Chairman of the China Foreign Trade
Advertising Association, the billings of Chinese advertis-
ing has been going up by 50% each year since 1979 and it
is already a business worth well in excess of 300 million
RMB (U5$100 million)2. There are, at present, over 260
agencies in China and more than 3,600 local entities
involved in advertising, a majority of these being news
agencies.
Though in recent years, advertising of foreign goods
has increased dramatically in the PRC when compared to the
pre-1979 era, such foreign advertising still accounts for
a very small percentage of the China market and relatively
few agencies have been particularly active in China. Ad-
vertising of foreign goods in 1983 totalled about US$1
million--far less than Procter and Gamble Company spent to
advertise Tide detergent in the United States. Moreover,
political, ideological and other environmental constraints
pose further problems for the development of advertising
in China.
In view of the inherent difficulties, Some of the
foreign advertising agencies are still enthusiastic in
entering the China market. It is the purpose of this
research to explore the reasons behind their involvement
and the problems they encountered, and the possible
courses of actions they may take to overcome the problems.
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The specific objectives of this study are:
1. To investigate the motives-of Hong Kong-based foreign
advertising agencies in entering the China market.
2. To analyse the entry strategies adopted by these
agencies.
J. To examine some of the issues and problems faced by
foreign advertisers in the PRC.
To recommend some possible actions for both the4,
Chinese authorities and foreign agencies concerning
the future development and improvement of the adver-
tisinq industry in the PRC.
Hong Kong-based foreign advertising agencies, with
their worldwide network and sophisticated advertising
techniques, are ideal links between the PRC and other
multinational companies for carrying out promotional acti-
vities of foreign imports in the PRC as well as conducting
export advertising for PRC goods in foreign countries.
Therefore, this research will focus on the foreign adver-
tising firms based in Hong Kong with specific emphasis on
those members of the Association of Accredited Advertising
Agencies in Hong Kong.
Since relatively few organised research have been
conducted on this topic, it is hoped that this research
will facilitate better understanding of the problems and
potentials Of the advertising industry in the PRC, as well
as ascertaining the role of foreign agencies in the
econom.c development and modernisation of the PRC. It is
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further hoped that this study will serve-as an exploratory
study to stimulate more subsequent research in this area
in the future, and that it will identify some
opportunities for both the PRC authorities and foreign
advertising agencies concerning the future development
and improvement of the advertising industry in the PRC.
The following Chapter will give a brief description
on how the research was formulated, organised and con-
ducted. It is followed by Chapter Three which will give a
brief outline of the advertising industry in Hong Kong.
Chapter Four is an overview of the advertising industry in
the PRC and serves as a background to facilitate better
understanding of the research findings. The results-of the
survey is presented in Chapter Five and the report will
conclude with Chapter Six on insights and recommendations
made by the researcher as a result of the experience
obtained from the survey and interviews conducted.
Endnotes
1. Ogilvy Mather (China) Ltd. Advertising in China.
Ogilvy Mather (China) Ltd, 1 9$5, p,.




Data for this study was collected through various
channels.
secondary data was collected by reviewing articles
taken from publications such as China Business Review,
Columbia Journal of World Business etc. to obtain some
background knowledge.
After reviewing relevant literature and conducting
interviews with experts in the field, it was decided that
a mail survey, rather than in-depth interviews with the
4A members, will be conducted because of time constraints.
A questionnaire was designed for the snail survey. The
questionnaire attempts to probe the reasons behind the
agencies' decisions to enter or not enter tre China mar-
ket the strategies used to enter the PRC market the
forms and scale of their operations and the activities
conducted. she respondents were also asked to express
their opinions on the potentials of the future development
of advertising in China,, the improvements they would like
-to see in the future and the importance of the PRC market
to their companies.
Before the actual survey was conducted, a pre-test
of the questionnaire was conducted with two of the agen-
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Gies in the sample. In January 1986, a self-administered
questionnaire was mailed to the Managing Directors of the
advertising agencies which are members of the Association
of Accredited Advertising Agencies of Hong Kong (4A). It
is assumed that the Managing Directors, being the top
decision-makers of the agencies, are in the best position
to comment on their agency's initial entry motive and
strategy of their overall involvement in the PRC. When the
research was conducted, the information available indi-
cated that there was a total of 20 members in this organi-
sation.
The first mailing was conducted in January 14. 11 out
of the 20 agencies responded to the first mailing, giving
a response rate of 55%. A second mailing was conducted on
February 12 and 4 more agencies responded. A telephone
follow-up conducted 2 weeks later brought in 2 more res-
ponses. A total of 17 usable questionnaires (85% response
rate) was obtained after the two mailings and the tele-
phone follow-up. The agencies that responded to the ques-
tionnaire, upon their request, would be presented with a
summary of the survey findings as a token of appreciation
for their cooperation.
in-depth interviews were also conducted with execu-
tives from selected advertising agencies actively involves
in the PRC market so as to obtain insights and further
information related to advertising activities in the PRC
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scene, especially those most current developments. Due to
the confidentiality of the content of the interviews,
information on the particulars of these executives and
their advertising agencies would not be disclosed.
Definition
In the context of this study, 'foreign advertising
agencies' in Hong Kong refer to all those advertising
agencies in Hong Kong with the exception of those agencies
that are funded by PRC capital.
The advertising agencies that are 4A members are se-
lected as the target for the study. At the time that the
survey was conducted, information revealed that there were
20 members in the organisation. To qualify as a 4A member,
an advertising agency must be a full-fledged agency con-
sisting of an account management department, media depart-
ment, creative department, production department and an
administrative department. Annual billings of these agen-
cies must be over HK$5,000,000 and they must have at least
three clients.1
In this study, an agency would become involved with
the PRC advertising industry if it performs either one or
both of the following activities:
1. Advertise in foreign countries on behalf of the PRC
firms.
2. Advertise in the PRC on behalf of foreign firms.
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Since most of the foreign advertising agencies are
only involved with advertising in the PRC on behalf of
foreign firms, this research will focus mainly on this
category of activities.
Also, by 'gaining entry into the PRC', it means that
the foreign agencies are involved with the PRC market
through either one or both of the activities mentioned
above.
Limitations
The information required for this study is highly
confidential and it was difficult to solicit the co-
operation of the agencies concerned to disclose the ne-
cessary information.
There are many smaller agencies that are involved in
the PRC advertising industry. Unfortunately, detailed
information concerning these agencies are not available.
Moreover, many of these agencies are production houses
conducting business with China on a piece-meal basis or
merely as media brokers. Therefore, it was decided to
exclude them from the research. As a result, the sample
involved was rather small. Nevertheless, it was worth
noting that the 4A members account for 81% of the total
advertising expenditure in Hong Kong, and that the top
nine advertising agencies in the United States in 1983 are
9
also included in this list.
tndnotes




AN OVERVIEW OF THE ADVERTISING
INDUSTRY IN HONG KONG
Along with the growth of commerical activities and
the increase in competition, the need for producers to
differentiate their products and services through adver-
tising increases. Consequently, advertising activities in
Hong Kong has experienced phenomenal growth in the past 10
years and today, advertising is regarded as a highly
respected and sophisticated profession. There are, pre-
sently, over 600 professional advertising agencies in Hong
Kong employing over 4000 people. In 1983, the total
billings reached HK$1.4 billion, an increase of 7% over
1982. The average annual advertising expenditure per capi-
ta is $264.1
Consumer products advertising accounts for the major
share of the advertising dollars spent.2 The following
table lists the advertising expenditure by major indus-
tries in Hong Kong.
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Table 3.1 Advertising Exaenditure by Industry in Hong Kong 1983


















Source: Pear Lean Ltd.
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Hong Kong provides a wide selection of advertising
media. In 1983, there were 505 publications registered in
Hong Kong, including newspapers and periodicals.3
There are two. commercially-owned television stations
with 4 different channels providing 70 hours of program-
4
ming daily to an estimated audience of 4,700,000.
There are 10 radio channels in Hong Kong. 7 are owned
by the government and no commercials are allowed on these
stations. Radio advertising still has its impact on cer-
tain segments of the population such as taxi drivers,
factory workers, students and housewives who are con-
stantly tuned to the radio throughout the day.
In 1984, TV advertising accounted for 680 of the
total advertising billings in Hong Kong. Newspaper was in
second place with 19.6%, magazines 6.3%. Radio advertising
maintained a low 2.6% and cinema, 0.6%. Outdoor adver-
tising such as neon signs, posters, brochures, exhibi-
tions, window displays, billboards etc. accounted for
?.60,. 5
There are 3 major types of advertising agencies in
Hong Kong. The first type includes Hong Kong subsidiaries
of multinational agencies such as Leo Burnett, Ogilvy and
Mather. The second type includes large local agencies such
as the former Wong and Lam, many of these agencies are
often targets for partnership for multinational agencies
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wishing to enter the Hong Kong market or to expand their
business. Then there are also numerous small agencies
mainly engaging in the production of films and graphic
illustrations.
The multinational agencies, mostly 4A members, are
well-structured and provide a full range of services to
clients. Also they have a team of professional staff that
can provide complete marketing consulting services. With
their highly professional team and worldwide network,
multinational agencies can provide detailed, up-to-date
local and international marketing information to their
clients in Hong Kong. 4A has stated that their members
must charge their clients at least 15% above the basic
production cost and their commission from the media is
standardised at 15%.
The smaller agencies lack we'll-trained professional
staff and therefore they charge a lower service fees to
attract clients with limited advertising budgets. Some
agencies charge as low as 5% commission.
Despite recent trends that many reputable multina-
tional agencies are acquiring and merging with smaller
firms to enhance their competitive position, many small
firms are still able to survive independently due to
specialisation and division of labour They serve as pro-
duction houses, media brokers or ta-lent-scouters fl-or
clients.
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There are 3 organised advertising trade associations
tin Hong Kong. The Association of Accredited Advertising
Agencies mainly consists of multinational advertising
agencies. The total billings of its members account for
80% of the advertising expenditure in Hong Kong. The Hong
Kong Chinese Advertising Association has 30 members and
most of them are engaged in the production of neon signs
and billboards. The Hong Kong Advertising Union consists
of members who are Chinese agencies and have close ties
with the PRC. In addition to these 3 associations, major
clients of the advertising agencies such as Citizen,
Philips, etc. have joined together to form the 2A club to
protect their interests and promote goodwill.
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Table 3.2 Billings of 4A Members 1983-1984
1983 US 1984 HK Agency 1984 Billings 1983 Billings
Ranking Ranking (HK$) (HK$)
7 1 Leo Burnett 192,262,000 152,396,000
4 2 Ogilvy Mather 185,128,598 141,094,500
1 3 Dentsu,Young
Rubicani 140,755,676 143,627,000
2 4 Ted. Bates 129,500,570 120,000,000
5 5 McCann-Erickson 114,312,500 104,152,000




















Source: Ming Pao Monthly, November 19$5, a.35
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The growth of advertising industry in Hong Kong is
highly dependent on the growth of their clients' indus-
tries and the continuous improvements in advertising tech-
niques and creativity. In recent years, competition in the
advertising industry has stiffened and with further
government regulations on TV advertising, advertising
agencies in Hong Kong have to look for other creative
means to bring their clients' selling messages to their
consumers.
With 1997 getting closer, industries in Hong Kong
will also establish stronger ties with the PRC. Conse-
quently, advertising agencies in Hong Kong is likely to
get more involved with the PRC. With their high level of
sophistication and professionalism, the advertising agen-
cies can contribute greatly to the development of the
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE ADVERTISING
ENVIRONMENT IN THE PRC
Historical Development
The most primitive advertisements in China appeared
in the early dynasties in'the form of displays and words-
cf-mouth. The candymen peddled from door-to-door playing
his flute to attract customers restaurants and shops hung
canopies, flags and lanterns in order to let patrons know
that they were opened for business. In the prosperous
T'ang Dynasty, with the invention of the earliest printing
device, some simple print advertising was used. The oldest
commercial print advertising in existence today came from
the Sung Dynasty (AD 960-1127). The A-in by 4-in adver-
tisement, complete with slogans and graphic illustrations,
attempted to sell the 'superior needlecraft of the Lau
Family' .1
By the early 1900-'s, there were 500 newspapers in
China. By this time, billboards and window displays were
used along the economically prosperous coastal cities.
During the 1930's and 1940's, along with the rapid eco-
nomic development and the advancement, of advertising tech-
niues worldwide, advertising in China entered into a
19
period of growth. Advertising agencies were very active
and creative and a diverse range of advertising methods
w V available. Various. means, such as radio, mail,
transportation, outdoor displays, packaging, point-of-sale
and entertainment spots were used for advertising.
Shanghai was the Madison Avenue of China at that time and
many advertising agencies sprung up. A Shanghai Advertisng
Union consisted of 91 members was then set up to maintain,
promote and supervise the growth and benefits of the
industry.
Along with the change in the socio-economic and poli-
tical environment in China, the functions of advertising
also varied. During the Japanese occupation, a classified
advertising section in the local newspaper was used as a
tool to raise war funds and to unite the Chinese against
the Japanese.
Before 1950, the advertising industry had already
established a firm foundation in some coastal and inland
cities. After the establishment of the communist govern-
ment, there was a reshuffle of private advertising agen-
cies. Some larger advertising agencies were merged and new
regulations on advertising was enforced in. Shanghai, Tian-
jin, Guangzhou, Wuhan and Chungking. In 1956, under the
influence of communism, a new set of values appeared. The
new Chinese government was anxious to preach the new
r'iloohies to the people and advertsing was regarded as
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a useful tool to spread the new ideology. Under the rule
of the communist government, a new form of political
advertising appeared.
In the 1960's, with the coming of the Cultural Revo-
lution, advertising was condemned as a 'capitalist tool'
and was suppressed. Many commercial advertisements were
destroyed, advertising personnels were purged and adver-
tising companies were closed down. The development of
advertising came to a complete standstill for over 10
years and it was not until after the end of the Cultural




Advertising only gained socialist respectability well
after the Cultural Revolution. The re-emergence of adver-
tising in 1979 stemmed largely from the launching of the
Four Modernisation Programme. The programme emphasised the
role of light industry,- the need for foreign exchange and
raising people's living standards. The Chinese decision
makers became more willing to rely on market forces to
rationalize Chinas distribution system for goods and
services.
Advertising, once condemned as' a capitalist tool
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was derended as a useful means of gaining information, a
stimulus to manufacturers to compete with one another to
improve quality standard, and a valuable source of foreign
exchange since foreign advertisers pay in hard currency.
Even brand consciousness and the use of trademarks have
since been encouraged as part of the new emphasis on
marketing.
Agencies in Shanghai and Tianjin were reportedly the
first to re-open for business in 1979, with other locali-
ties following suit shortly. In 1981, the first organisa-
tion charged with overseeing advertising activity na-
tionally, the China United Advertising Corporation, was
founded as an 'integrated conglomerate'. It was establish-
ed under the auspices of the State Adminstration for
Industry and Commerce (SAIC), the unit responsible for
licensing and registration of all enterprises in China.
The Corporation was set up in part as a placement agency
to assist domestic units wishing to run newspaper, maga-
zine, billboard and broadcast advertising across China. it
was also charged with conducting research on advertising
literature and with training designers, technicians and
commercial artists. One of its other major tasks, however,
was to bring under Central. Government control, through the
SAIC licensing authority, all local corporations dealing
with advertising, pointedly including many small agencies
that until then had been operating more'or less indepen-
dentlr of regulation. Domestic business is the basic
22
orientation of China United.
In the second half of 1981, the Ministry of Foreign
`ccnomic Relations and Trade (now MOFERT, but then the
Ministry of Foreign Trade) established the China National
Foreign Trade Advertising Association. MOFERT saw the need
to assert its authority over advertising that earned
foreign exchange. Like China United, the assoication was
charged with coordinating role--regulating and overseeing
about 21 local foreign trade advertising coporations (one
per province, autonomous region or municipality). It
functions essentially as a trade association, on a not-
for-profit basis, and undertakes activities designed to
upgrade advertising in China. It is the agencies under the
Association's umbrella that are of principal interest to
foreign advertisers.
The actual division of responsibility between China
United and the Foreign Trade Advertising Association re-
mains somewhat hazy, since both coordinate the work of
local agencies, are empowered to accept foreign advertis-
ing, and assist clients in planning national advertising
campaigns. The chief distinction seems to be the Associa-
tion's power--which it derives from its close association
with MOFERT--to.appropria.te foreign exchange for placement
of Chinese advertising abroad.
Since 1979, the growth in advertising industry in the
PRC has been substantial both in terms of revenue and in
23
the number of entities involved in the advertising
business.
In 1981, total advertising revenue was reported at
100 million Renminbi(RMB). It was increased to 150 million
RMB in 1982 and licenses were granted to 1,623 entities
allowing them to handle advertising activities. By 1983,
there were 2,300 entities grossing a total of 230 million
RMB and by 1984, 3,600 entities were involved in the
advertising industry that grossed 340 million RMB.2
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Table 4.1 Advertising Revenue in the r.RC 1981-84
Year Advertising No. of Entities
Revenue Involved
(Million RMB)




source: Chang, N. C. Advertising in gnu--Past,
Present Future. in Lo. Wing-chun et.ai..
(ed.), Investment and Management in China,
Hong Kong: University Publisher Printer
(Forthcoming).
Still, foreign advertising accounts for only a rela-
tively small percentage of China's total advertising
revenue. According to Ying Xiuhua, Secretary of China
United's business department, only 10% of this revenue is
attributable to foreign advertisers- figure that amounted
to about 15.4 million RMB for all of 1982.3 In 1982, one
third of China's revenue from foreign advertising was
earned by the Shanghai Advertising Corporation, with the
Beijing and Guangzhou Corporation bringing in about 4
million RMB and 3 million RMB respectively.4 A major
constraint faced by foreign companies is that Chinese
consumers lack access not to their advertisements, but to
their products. As a result, few foreign firms are willing
to advertise when the ordinary Chinese are nct generally
permitted to buy their products 'freely'.
A foreign advertiser in China also faces the pro-
blems of difference in culture and ideology, especially
when the Chinese' exposure to foreign goods and services
have been minimal. Many advertisements themes and concepts
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which are acceptable in the west are regarded with dis-
taste in China.
Moreover, in China, where each province has its own
local dialect and lifestyle, foreign advertisers find it
hard to implement an overall marketing program and to
communicate effectively and efficently with the entire
population. Sometimes, marketing programs and advertise-
ments have to be localised to conform with traditions and
cultures of different regions. As a result, the cost of
advertising increases. A more efficient mean is to use
Putonghua (Mandarin) and simplified Chinese calligraphy on
advertisements.
The array of services offered by the local agencies
to the would-be advertiser is quite impressive, though
quality of the finished product tends to vary from place
to place. The Shanghai Advertising Corporation, generally
considered to be the most advanced, not only handles media
placement, but also production (film strips, video tapes,
photography, artwork and printing), display work (espe--
cially for exhibitions), translation and publication, and
even consulting for local manufacturers on marketing their




Foreign companies wishing to advertise in China face
a bewildering assortment of media--television, radio,
newspapers, magazines, billboards etc. According to the
China Daily, the Beijing Advertising Corporation earned
37% of its revenues during the first half of 1982 on the
sale of billboard advertising. Newspaper advertisments
came next with 24%, followed by TV (14%), store windows
(7%) and magazines (6%).5 All forms of the media are
growing in sheer quantity and degree of penetration. Xin-
hua News Agency reported that China had 1,300 newspapers
in 1984. Five years ago, the country had only 188
newspapers. From 1978 to 1983, the number of magazines
jumped 270% to 3,415. Radio, the dominant electronic
medium, reached 75% of the population through 167 radio
stations, 215 million radio sets and a vast loudspeaker
system. TV has experienced unprecedented popularity, reac-
hing about two-thirds of the population via 104 TV
stations, with penetration as high as 85% in some urban
areas.6
The proliferation of information is quite healthy for
a media-controlled country such as China. The media have
simultaneously experienced substantial diversification and
a limited liberalization of content.
27
'IV advertising
ne growing influence of the broadcast media was
illustrated by the creation of the Ministry of Radio and
TV (MRTV) in 1982, upgrading radio and TV affairs from
their former status as an administrative department.
A surprising amount of advertising is available on
TV. China's national network, CCTV, broadcasts in colour
to approximately 300 to 400 million viewers, whilst almost
every province boasts a provincial station. There are
presently 40 TV stations in China. Guangzhou alone has 4
local stations. Programmes are varied--from feature films
to sports, documentaries and most popular of all--drama
series. All stations broadcast in colour and accept com-
mercials.
Foreign programmes still occupy a very small percen-
tage of Chinese TV time, but foreign films and feature!
are shown fairly regularly. Since many stations cannot
afford to purchase imported programmes, sponsorship i5
increasingly popular. For as little as US$20,000, an adv-
ertiser is entitled to two 30-seconds commercials, a sharE
of the opening and closing sponsorship announcement or
Guangzhou TV. Frequency. discounts can usually be nego-
tiated, while corporate films can be varied at special
rates.
China remains critically short of good programmes and
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can afford limited imports. CBS Television is among the
six American TV companies that have signed a deal with the
national network CCTV in 1982 to provide 64 hours of
programming a year, in a mixture of cultural, drama and
sports programmes. The project is funded by a number of
'charter advertisers', each paying US$300,000 for a total
of 32 minutes of commercial time during the first year, to
reach a total potential audience of 400 million viewers on
about 17 million TV sets. In 1984, China also concluded
agreements for exchange of programmes and media personnels
with Japan, East Germany, Turkey, Cyprus, Egypt and Mexi-
co.
Radio advertising
Radio remains the most effective means of communica-
tion between the government and peasants, since ownership
of Tv is low and illiteracy rates can run as high as 70%
in some rural areas. It is the medium with the highest
reach since ownership and audience penetration are very
high. Stations that enjoy the highest audience are in
Guangzhou, Guangdong Province and Shanghai.
With over 100 radio stations and over 500 relay
stations. listeners have a choice of national, provincial
and local stations.` Virtually every communal has its own
small station so that advertisers can focus on certain
target segments and zero in on their audience fairly
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precisely by advertising on such local stations.
A comprehensive network of loudspeakers on the
streets, in factories, and even in offices ensures that
everyone listens to the radio at least some of the time.
Rates vary accordingly, but radio advertising is signifi-
cantly cheaper 'than television, although careful checks
have to be made to ensure that all booked spots run on
time.
Newspaper
The print media have become very effective at promo-
ting economic activities. There are over 100 national,
provincial and county newspaper published in China. A 1983
Chinese report put the number of business-oriented news-
paper at more than 400, compared to only a few in 1980
China's popular business daily--Jingi Ribao (Economic
Daily), which provides market information and business
tips for managers, increased its circulation from 200,000
to 1 million copies between 1983 and 1984.8
Renmin Ribao is the most important national news-
paper. An organ of the Party Central Committee, it is
available to everyone an C, provides daily guidance on Party
Pol icy. The influence of Renmin Ribao far exceeds it.s
circulation of about 5.3 million, since its editorials and
commentaries are pasted on walls, reprinted by other new-
snaners and broadcasts on radio and television. A quarter-
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page ad on Renmin Ribac costs about US$10,000.
Most advertisers, however, confine themselves to a
particular market and choose to advertise on a variety of
local newspapers, such as Beijing Evening News. Some even
address to specific audience through special local news-
papers, such as Guangdong Peasants News.
China also offers an English language newspaper,
the China Daily. Published in Beijing with editions in
Hong Kong and the USA, this newspaper has grown to a
circulation of 70,000 in 1983.9
In addition to those publicly available newspapers,
all of which echo the official party line, China also
publishes a number of 'internal' newspapers. Limited
strictly on a controlled circulation basis and off-limits
to foreigners, these newspapers carry important articles
on the state of China's economic development, political
ties with other countries and the like. One of them,
International Trade and Economic News(ITN), does accept
foreign advertising, but not foreign readers. ITN as it is
popularly known, has a controlled distribution to over
130,000 key trade officials arid state trading corpora-
tions. Foreign advertisers who wish to develop their trade
with China can reach this highly select and vital audience
10
for about US$3,000 per half page in 1983.
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Magazines
While there is a shortage of city and regional maga-
zines. there is, nevertheless an enormous variety of
publications. According to one report,- China had 376
science and technology magazines in 1983. On the lighter
side, there is a bewildering array of magazines on
fashion, photography, calligraphy, travel, philosophy and
literature. Movie magazines are especially popular. In
1984, Popular Cinema sold 250,000 copies per issue in
Beijing alone.11
International magazines such as Time, Newsweek,
Reader's Digest and the Asian Wall Street Journal are also
available, but only in a handful of outlets and they have
to be purchased with foreign currency. Circulation is
therefore of little significance, except perhaps to senior
government officials, expatriates based in China and some
tourists.
American publishers are also making their contribu-
tions to China's modernisation by publishing trade
journals. In 1981, American publishers were producing 27
Chinese language editions of American industry magazines
in order to sell trade advertising. But with the Great
Manazine Shake out In 1982-83, when China scaled down
their ambitious modernisation plans, American publishers
either reduced the frequency of their magazines nes or pulled
out of China altogether. Of the 27 magazines being pro-
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deuced or planned in 1981, only 10 are still in print in
1984. in 1985, McGraw-Hill began publishing Chinese-
language editions of 6 of its magazines dealing with
plastics, aviation, electronics, power, textiles and
chemical engineering.
Most magazines are printed on newsprint, with perhaps
the covers and one or two inside pages on art paper.
Advertising rates tend to vary more with the quality of
the magazines rather than with the circulation.
Outdoor
Billboards are by far the most popular means of
advertising because of their long duration. Consequently,
rates for outdoor advertising is increasing rabidly. Bill-
boards, neon signs, show-windows, bus and train advertis-
ing, are all available. A 30-square metre billboard site,
in Shanghai's busy Nanking Road, rents for around US$1,400
per month, including hand-painting on steel panels. Des-
pite the cost, sites are taken up quickly. For many adver-
tisers, a billboard is a constant reminder to Chinese
officials that the advertiser is 'in China'
Show-window displays, which were once discouraged by
the authorities for foreign products, have become very
popular again. A show--window located in high-traffic de-
partment stores can generate a high degree of brand aware-
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ness not only to city dwellers but also to visiting shop-
pers from rural areas.
Access to China's Advertising Media
The simplest method a foreign advertiser can get
access to the Chinese media is through Hong Kong, where a
variety of media brokers representing PRC publications,
radio and television stations are present. Contacts can
also be made directly with one of the state advertising
corporations, such as the Shanghai Advertising
Corporation, the Beijing Advertising Corporation and the
Guangdong Advertising Corporation. The corporations, repo-
rting ultimately to MOFERT, are responsible for liaison
between foreign advertisers and the media, buy and sell
space, carry out some production work, and export adverti-
sing. They are media brokers rather than advertising agen-
cies and generally offer a standard 15% commission to
recognised agencies.
The most reliable way, however, is through an adver-
tising agency with capabilities in China. An agency that
is already f amili.ar with a client's products and services
through handling them elsewhere, can probably provide a
better marketing and media plan and develop creative con-
cepts which will please both te clients and the audience
Some advertisers, particularly these in the USA and
Europe, have attempted to `go it alone'. Using transala-
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tors who may have been out of China for a long time, some
of their ads use Chinese terminology which is understood
in Taiwan or Hong Kong but not understood in the Mainland.
Also, the lack of exposure-by Chinese consumers to western
lifestyle means that some slogans, which are understood in
,say, Hong Kong, do not bear any meaning in China.
Since very few Chinese, especially the younger
generation, have been exposed to western living standards,
care should be taken to avoid showing any aspects of
western lifestyles which can be confusing. All advertising
must be in Chinese in broadcast media, Putonghua has to
be used. Written Chinese must use the simplified Chinese
calligraphy.
Most products can be advertised in China, except for
cigarettes, wines or spirits with alcoholic content. A
Chinese name has to be developed for nearly all products
with foreign names.
According to experienced foreign advertisers in
Crlina, advertisements should place emphasis on per-
f ormance, quality and durability. Case studies, tables and
charts are helpful in building confidence in a product.
Interpretation of advertisements in China is extremely
literal and it is not desirable to attempt analogy or
humour of any kind. Moral standards are extremely high and
any manifestation of western liberal attitudes is likely
to become offensive.
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Chinese Export Advertising Abroad
If a Chinese corporation-wishes to promote its pro-
ducts abroad, it generally must work through MOFERT. A
local branch of a Foreign Trade Corporation (FTC) must
submit an advertising budget to the Ministry through the
local foreign trade bureau or through the FTC head office
in Beijing. It is the Ministry's role to decide on the
advertising budget.
If an organisation has some foreign exchange, then it
can go through China United to place advertisements
abroad. Similarly, an autonomous government unit with
access to foreign exchange of its own may deal directly
with foreign corporation without reference to MOFERT. But
MOFERT remains the only entity in China with significant
funds earmarked to spend abroad on advertising, and it is
probably the only unit possessing the necessary expertise
to do so effectively.
More than half of China's export advertising money is
spent in Hong Kong and probably only a few million dollars
more are spent directly in Japan and the United States.
The lion's share of the Chinese money that reach western
media do not take the form of direct expenditure, but
rather of contract concessions earmarked for promotion
activi ivies.
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Typically, a Chinese trading corporation will au-
thorise an artificially high commission to an exclusive
importer of a Chinese product in a western market, with
the proviso that a percentage of the commission be spent
by the importer on advertising and promotion. Such ar-
rangements have proven to be an effective technique for
Chinese corporation possessing little understanding of
foreign media and even less of the Western consumer to
mount quality promotional efforts abroad.
Indeed, Chinese attempts at placing advertisements
directly in the United States and Europe have been quite
ineffective. Brand names with unfortunate connotations for
western consumers abound. Products have been pushed in
amateurish way on magazines and newspapers. There is lit-
tle understanding of targeting audiences through the
appropriate media.
Though organised, published data concerning Hong Kong
agencies' involvement in Chinese export advertising is not
available, experts in the field disclosed that only a few
Hong Kong advertising agencies are actively involved in
it. Ogilvy and Mather, one of the agencies that became
involved with China at the earliest stage, have been
assisting china's FTC in many major world markets. In the
past 6 Years, they have worked with the China National
Native produce and Animal By-products Import and Export
Corporation, The China National Medicines and Health Pro-
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ducts Corporation, and The China National Minerals and
Metals Corporation, placing advertisements on behalf of
these corporations for a wide range of products in over 20
countries.
Developing cooperative relationship with these 3
Chinese corporations have given invaluable experience for
the agency in working with China, as well as making parti-
cularly useful business contacts.
Advertising activities of Chinese exports in Hong
Kong has increased steadily over the last few years. The
following table reveals the annual billings of Chinese
advertising in Hong Kong.
Table 4.2 Billings of Chinese Export Advertising
In Hong Kong
% of Total% IncreaseBillings ofYear
AdvertisingChinese over previous
Billings inAdvertising year








Source: Economic Reporter 18 June -i-97, p.2.
Since 1979, the Chinese advertising dollars have been
spent on various media in Hong Kong, the majority being on
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TV advertising which accounted for over 50% of advertising
expenditure. However, in recent years, due to rising pro-
duction costs and placement costs, the amount of TV adver-
tising has been reduced. In 1978, 61% of the advertising
dollars were spent on TV but by 1982, only 51.4% of the
money were spent on TV. At the same time, press adver-
tising has increased by 20% annually and radio advertising
has increased from 4.2% in 1978 to 8.7% in 1982.13
Products advertised in Hong Kong include meat, poul-
try and farm produce (42%), grain and edible oil (25%),
light industrial products (11%), textiles and pharmaceuti-
cals products (13%), handicrafts (2%) and other miscel-
laneous items (14%).14
Most of the Chinese export advertising activities in
Hong Kong are conducted through the Chinese Advertising
Corporation (CAC), a wholly-owned subsidiary of the China
Resources (Holding) Group. CAC annually handles 65-70% of
the Chinese export advertising activities in Hong Kong.
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FINDINGS OF THE SURVEY
Agency Profile
Of the 17 agencies that responded to the survey, 14
of them conducted some form of business activities with
the PRC while 3 did not have any business ties with the
PRC. 13 of the 14 agencies that conducted business with
the PRC carried out promotional activities in the PRO on
behalf of foreign firms while cnly two out of these 13
agencies also carried out export advertising in foreign
countries on behalf of PRC firms. Only one of the 14
agencies was involved solely with export advertising on
beha l f of PRC firms. This was because much of the exporlf
advertising was done through PRC agencies rather than
through foreign advertising agencies. Another 'indirect'
competitor for foreign agencies was international publica-
tions which solicit China export advertising business
directly.
As expected, foreign advertising agencies entered
into the China market as a result of the growth of her
imports and the agencies' involvement with the PRC began
not too long ago. Only 4 out of the 14 agencies establis-
hed business ties with the PRC before 1979. Two of them
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started business way back in 19 6. One started business
activities ire 1977 and the remaining one in 1978
respectively. The ether ten agencies only commenced busi-
ness activities with the PRC after 1979 when China adopted
the open door policy. Four agencies started business du-
ring that year and two more agencies followed in 1980 and
1981. In 1982 and 1983, when China tightened its reins on
foreign goods, and advertising was accused of spiritually
polluting its people, advertising again went into low
profile and no agency made any entry into the market
during that period. Between 1984 and 1986, with the revi-
val of foreign imports into China, four more agencies
established business activities.
None of the Hong Kong-based foreign agencies had
reported business activities in other communist countries.
The Hong Kong-based agencies were particularly involved
with the PRC mainly because of their proximity and fami-
liarity with the conditions in China compared to other
foreign subsidiaries elsewhere. 12 of the respondents that
completed the survey were personally engaged in business
activities in the PRC market and only 5 were not personal-
ly involved.
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Table 5.1 Year of Establishment of Busines!
Activities in the PRO














The agencies were asked to name the 3 major reasons
for their entry into the PRC market. An agency would be
considered as 'gaining entry into the PRC market' if it
carried out either one or both of the following activi-
ties: (1) carry out promotional activities for foreign
firms in the PRC or (2) carry out promotional activities
for PRC firms in foreign countries.
'Service to client' was the major motive. Many agen-
cies were brought into the*PRC market as a result of their
clients doing business with the PRC. The agencies' major
reason for establishing business in China was to keep
their existing' customers satisfied.
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On the other hand, advertisers would prefer to use
existing agencies who were already familiar with their
advertising objectives and programs to serve them in
China. Thus serving existing clients became the most men-
tioned reason for the agencies' entry into China.
Apart from 'service to client' other reasons were
mainly long-term in nature. Many of the agencies were
attracted by the huge market potential present in the
PRC. It was mentioned 7 times as a motive for entry. The
huge market potential was also closely related with some
of the agencies' perception that there were ample market
opportunities for expansion of business in the PRC in the
long run.
.Though the 1997 issue had become a major entry
motive into the PRC for many Fong Kong companies in other
industries, it was only rlenticned three times as a reason
for the advertising agencies' entry into the PRC market.
Since many agencies entered into the PRC market at the
request of their clients, the 1997 issue probably had a
more direct impact on the agencies' clients rather than on
the agencies themselves. Probably, the agencies saw the
1997 issue as too sensitive and avoided discussions. Also,
since the headquarters of many of these agencies are based
outside of Hong Kong, the 1997 issue as a threat would not
be so intense for these firms. One agency that mentioned
1997 as a major reason for entry into the PRC market in
fact already established their business activities in
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1976--long before the 1997 issue surfaced.
Other reasons cited include 'to be a pioneer', 'long
term opportunity present in the PRC' and 'to gain ex-
perience, were also future-oriented. It is interesting to
note that 2 of the three agencies that mentioned 'being a
pioneer' as a reason did not enter the PRC market until
1984 and 1985--relatively latecomers when compared to
other agencies in the sample.
In general, the agencies were motivated to enter into
the PRC market by a diverse range of reasons and most of
the reasons are relatively long run in nature. In view of
the underdeveloped PRC advertising market, their long term
perspective were realsitic and justified.
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Table 5.2 Entry Motive
Motive Frequency
Service to clients 10'
Huge market potential 7
To/be a pioneer 3
Planning for closer ties with PRC
after 1997 3
Long term opportunity present in the PRO 2
Underdeveloped advertising market
in the PRO 2
To gain experience 1
1Competitive pressure
Gain access to PRC market 1
Expand worldwide network 1
IProfitability
Establish relationship with the PRC 1
Establish business base for future
1expansion
1Develop new market
1Opportunity to expand agency's business
1Improving living standard income
37**TOTAL
*One agency named 'serving clients of 3 different
nationalities' as the 3 different reasons for entry.
However, in the analysis, they were treated as one count.
**Some agencies gave less than 3 reasons.
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For agencies not involved in the PRC business, 'low
profitability' and 'lack of client request' were the two
most mentioned reasons for their un-involvement.
Table 5.3 Reasons for not Entering
into the PRC Market
Reasons Frequency
Low profitability










*Some agencies gave less than 3 reasons.
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Perceived Iportance of the PRC Business to the Agency
When the agencies were asked to rate the importance
of the PRC business to their own company, the following
results were obtained.
Table 5.4 Perceived Importance of PRC Business
by Agencies Involved in the PRC
Frequency
Extremely Very Moderately Not
Important Important Important Important
1Right Now 1 8 3
1 7 4 1In 5 years
4 4 1 0In 10 years
Table 5.5 Perceived Importance of PRC Business









Though the agencies were rather conservative in rat-
ing the importance of the PRC business to their companies
right now, there was an obvious trend that the agencies
considered the PRC business getting more important in
future. This implied that agencies should begin to assume
a long term perspective in terms of their future develop-
ment in China. 3 agencies that were presently involved in
the PRC were not able to forecast the importance of PRC
business to their companies in 10 years' time. These-agen-
cies have been involved with the PRC since 1976, 1979 and
1986 respectively. It is interesting to note that the
agency that had established business ties with the PRC
for the past ten years was still not able to predict the
importance of PRC business in the next ten years. They
thought that the China conditions were still too unpredic-
table to enable long term forecast to be done accurately
and meaningfully.
Agencies that were presently not involved in the PRC
rated the PRC business as relatively less important than
those agencies that were involved.
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On Current Investment Climate for
Foreign Advertising Firms
The agencies were asked to rate the current invest-
ment climate for foreign advertising agencies in the PRC
on a scale of 1 to 6( 1 represents 'extremely favourable'
and 6 represents 'extremely unfavourable'). The agencies
only expressed slight optimism concerning the current
investment climate. For agencies involved in the PRC mar-
ket, they gave a mean rating of 3.357, while-those that
were not involved gave a slightly unfavourable rating of
3.665.
For those agencies involved in the PRC market 10
agencies considered the investment climate as 'somewhat
favourable' while 4 agencies regarded it as 'somewhat
unfavourable'. Thus it can be seen that though the agen-
cies were already involved in business activities in the
PRC to a certain extent, they did not necessarily perceive
the investment climate to be favourable for long-term
capital investment. Though they saw that the China market
has great potentials in the future, the agencies were not
prepared to make more substantial commitments until the
current business environment in the PRC were further im-
roved.
As mentioned before, agencies that were not invo!vea
tend to perceive a 'less favourable investment climate than
those agencies that were already involved. This partly
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explained why these agencies were not involved in the
China market.
Table 5.6 Current Investment Environment for Foreign
Advertising Agencies as Perceived














* on a scale of 1 to 6, 1 represents 'extremely tavourableI
and 6 represents extremely unfavourable'. Therefore, a
higher mean rating indicates a less favourable condition.
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Table 5.7 Current Investment Environment for Foreign
Advertising Agencies as Perceived














*On a scale of i to represents 'extremely favourable'.
and 6 represents 'extremely unfavourable'. Therefore, a
higher mean rating indicates a less favourable condition.
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Operations in the PRC
Out of the 14 agencies-that were involved in business
activities in the PRC, 9 were operating on a project-by-
project adhoc basis. One agency carried out export adver-
tising for PRC finms in Hong Kong and Japan .but no parti-
cular mention was made as to how those activities were
arranged.
One agency was operating solely on contractual co-
operative agreements with the provincial agencies in the
PRC and 3 other agencies were operating on a project-by-
project basis in some of the provinces and on cooperative
agreements in other provinces. Under the cooperative
agreements, these agencies have prior agreements to handle
the majority of the province's advertising activities in
one or more foreign countries. In return, these foreign
agencies will give priorities to the PRC agencies when
they have to conduct advertising activities in the PRC.
Not all of these contractual cooperative agreements are
exlusive in nature--the PRC agencies will help any inter-
national companies requiring their service since they are
the only agency in each city or province. However, because
of frequent contacts, the PRC agencies tend to be parti-
cularly inclined to helping and involving those agencies
which have cooperative agreements with them.
Both project-by-project basis and cooperative agree-
ments were fairly short-term in nature and required reia-
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tively 'little' commitment from either the foreign agen-
cies or from the Chinese entities.
Table 5.8 Forms of Arrangements of Business
Activities in the PRC





contractual cooperative agreement 3
others* 1
iozai: 14
*Only conduct export advertising for t o R but did not
specify form of arrangement.
Since the foreign-advertising agencies were still at
a relatively early stage of development in the PRC, their
operations were still small and it might not be necessary
for them to set up offices in the PRC until the environ-
ment for investment become more favourable. Thus-only 4
agencies had established offices in the PRC.
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Table 5.9 No. of Offices in the PRC





The agency that had set up two offices started busi-
ness ties with the PRC as early as 1976. Among these 4
agencies with offices in the PRC, two of them were on
contractual cooperative agreements while the other two
were operating on a project-bv-project basis.
Types of Actitivies Conducted
The most popular form of advertising in the PRC was
billboard advertising since billboards have a longer dura-
tion and greater exposure. 11 agencies performed this
function either 'very often' or 'sometimes'.
TV advertising was next in popularity since there had
been a phenomenal growth in the number of television sets
and viewers in the past few years. Two-thirds of the
nation now has access to television.
organising exhibitions would be a useful way to reach
a specific target market especially those clients for
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industrial products. Print advertising on newspapers and
magazines were also considered as effective means to reach
the audience.
Direct mail marketing was conducted less often since
organised mailing lists were not available in the PRC and
targeting customers would be difficult.
Other activities that the agencies conducted included
selling radio air time, event sponsorship, arrange window
displays etc.
Table 5..0 Types of Activities Conducted
by Agencies Involved in the PRC
Very Very
Often SometimesActivity conducted* Rarely Never
83 0 0Billboard advertising




7 531Buy and sell radio air time
5341Direct mail marketing
rl 1J41Arrange window displays
0001Event sponsorship
n 00u2Promotions
*Some agencies responded only to a few activities. It is
suspected that the agencies only responded to items that they
were involved in and the non-response meant that they were
riot. involved in the particular activity. In the analysis,
only items that were checked were tabulated.
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Major Problems Encountered
When asked to name the 3 major problems they en-
countered in coAducting business activities in the 'RC,
the agencies overwhelmingly named 'the lack of profes-
sional advertising personnel' and 'the lack of organised
research data' as the major problems.
The advertising techniques and the quality of the
advertisements in the PRC were generally regarded as poor.
The low calibre of advertising personnel in the PRC also
meant that the foreign advertising agencies had to be
responsible for the bulk of the activities. However, the
lack of organised information made it very difficult for
the foreign agencies who were unfamiliar with the vast PRC
market to carry out advertising effectively and to assess
its results.
The PRC advertising personnel themselves were uncer-
tain of their roles in serving as agencies for their
clients thereby causing -further unnecessary confusion and
misunderstanding. With limited information and insuffi-
cient local support, conducting activities in the`PRC can
be a frustrating experience for foreign advertising agen-
cies.
Even those 2 agencies that had been in China since
1976 still considered the lack of personnel and informa-
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tion as critical issues. This implied that even familiari-
ty might not compensate for the lack of sufficient sup-
port. It also revealed that over the past years, little
attempt had been made to train and improve on the profes-
sionalism and sophistication of the Chinese advertising
staff.
Although advertising in the PRC had gone through
periods of tightening and relaxation of regulations, go-
vernment regulation and bureaucracy was only considered as
the third major problem. Government regulation referred
not only to those legal constraints imposed directly on
advertising but also those regulations imposed by the
Central Government on foreign exchange control which
affected the agencies and their clients in profit repa-
triation as well as the payment of media services by the
agencies in foreign exchange. Bureaucracy made it diffi-
cult for foreign advertising agencies to gain access to
local businessmen and authorities thereby delaying the
process of decision-making and implementation.
Some agencies felt that the product distribution
system in the PRC.was still immature and disorganised and
many of the products could not be de-Livered to the final
consumers in time. Thus the effort of advertising to
stimulate consumer purchase would De wasted. In addition,
the idea of advertising was still quite novel to many of
the consumers and they were confused by the influx of
foreign' brandnames.
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Table 5.11 Major Problems Encountered by Foreign
Agencies currently involved with the PR(
Problem Frequency
Lack of professional advertising
personnel in the PRC 8
Lack of organised media/ consumer/
market data 7
Fluctuation of government regulation/
bureaucracy 6
Unclear definition of the roles of
agencies/clients/media 3
Poor production quality standard 3
Disorganised product distribution system 2
Availability of foreign exchange 2
Lack of advertising media 2
2Inconsistent media rate
1Provincial disparity
Difficulty in assessing results
1of advertising
1Inefficient service from PRC agencies
1Cost control
39*TOTAL:
* Some agencies gave --less-than three responses.
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Those agencies that were not currently involved with
the PRC expected somewhat similar problems as those agen-
cies that were already involved.
Table 5.12 Major Problems Expected by Agencies
not Currently Involved in the PRC
Problems Frequency
Lack of professional advertising
personnel in the PRO 3
Government regulation/Bureaucracy 3
Immature consumer market 2
Lack of organised research media data 1
TOTAL: 9
The agencies did not see the lack of information as a
severe problem because they were not at a stage where
detailed media or audience data was needed.
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Conditions Related to the Development
of Advertising Activities in the PRC
On problems specifically related to the infra-
structure of the advertising industry in the PRC, the
agencies in general rated most 'conditions' as somewhat
favourable to the development of the advertising activi-
ties in the PRC. It is interesting to note that the agen-
cies found the 'availability of audience data', with a
mean rating of 5.231, as the biggest hindrance among the
eight conditions listed. Only 'access to audience' and
'availability of media' were rated as somewhat favourable,
with mean ratings of 2.786 and 2.857 respectively.
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Table 5.13 Conditions that were Related to the Development
of Advertising Activities in the PRC*
Government Availablility Cost of
regulation of audience advertising
data
Extremely v
favourable 0 0 0
Favourable 2 0 3
Somewhat
favourable 6 0 6
5omewnat
unfavourable 3 L 2
Unfavourable 2 E 1
Extremely
Unfavourable 1 6 L










































































*Only the 14 agencies that were involved in the PRC were
requested to answer this question.
**On a scale of 1 to 6, 1 represents 'extremely favourable',
and 6 represents 'extremely unfavourable'.




Despite the problems encountered, all 17 agencies in
general, expressed cautious optimism concerning the
potentials for further development of advertising for the
various industry groups.
Table 5.14 Potentials for Further Development of Advertising
Activities in Various Industry Groups as Perceived























-won a scale of 1 too, 1 represents 'exLremely ulyi
potential', and 6 represents 'extremely low potential.
Therefore, a higher mean rating indicates a lower potentia
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Table 5.15 Potentials for Further Development of Advertisinc
Activities in Various Industry Groups as Perceived
























*On a scale of to 6, 1 represents 'extremely high
potential', and o represents 'extremely low potential'.
Therefore, a higher mean rating indicates a lower potential.
The agencies saw relatively higher potential in the
development of advertising activities for consumer pro-
ducts and industrial products, especially the latter, due
to the fact that the PRC market had already been opened to
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foreign consumer and industrial products and related ad-
vertising activities had been present for some time.
Apparently, how the agencies assessed the potentials of
advertising for particular industries were largely
affected by the types of clients they were currently
dealing with.
When asked what 3 major improvements they would like
to see concerning the development of the advertising in-
dustry in the PRC, the agencies naturally would like to
see improvements in areas that they felt to be most defi-
cient, for example, 'availability of organised
media/consumer/market data', 'improved technical and qua-
lity standard'.
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Table 5.16 Major Improvements Expected by
Agencies Involved with the PRC
Improvement rrequencv
Availability of organised media
consumer/market data 14
improved technical and quality
standard 5
3Provide more training to PRC personnel
Recognition of advertising agencies
by authority 3
Relaxed government regulation 3
PRC agencies adopt more professional
attitude 2
More monitoring of advertising industry 2
Exposure to international business
methods 1
1Simpler communications
Availability of advertising media 1
1Young and aggressive personnel
Clearcut definition of agency
1jurisdiction media function
Joint venture with PRC agencies
1,made easier
Allow local PRC companies to use
AIforeign advertising agencies
Slop discriminating against foreign j
brands and media cost
TOTAL: 4U`
*Some agencies gave less than 3 responses.
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For those agencies that were not currently involved
with the PRC, they hoped to see further relaxation in
government regulation, improvement in organised informa-
tion and the availability of more professional personnel.
Table 5.17 Major Improvements Expected by
Agencies Not Involved in the PRC
Improvement No. of Counts







*Some agencies gave less than 3 responses.
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CHAPTER VI
FUTURE PROSPECTS FOR FOREIGN
ADVERTISING AGENCIES IN THE PRC
In general, the advertising agencies expressed cau-
tious optimism concerning the development of advertising
in the PRC. Many agencies are holding back from investing
large amount of capital and human resources. in the PRC
due to low profitability, lack of professional personnel
and infrastructure related to the Chinese advertising
industry. On the other hand, the agencies are attracted by
the huge potential offered in the China market in the long
run. Thus most of the agencies are very careful in identi-
fying the investment opportunities in the PRC and they are
presently `testing the waters'. They are involved in rela-
tively short run activities instead of committing
themselves to long term capital investment. This can be
reflected from the survey results that only 4 agencies
have established offices in China. Most of them are
conducting business activities on a project-by-project
basis.
Current Problems in the PRO
Considering the situation in the PRC, the agencies'
worries and frustration are well justified. In evaluating
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future investment potentials, the agencies should be aware
that there will be inherent barriers that would slow
down the speed of development and that these barriers
will no-, be removed overnight.
As indicated in the survey, there is a severe lack of
professional advertising personnel in the PRC. However,
training and development of human resource is a gradual
process and a long period of time is needed to accumulate
the required experience and exposure in order to become
professionals in the field.
it will be quite some time before the Chinese go-
vernment will eventually come up with a solution to their
foreign exchange shortage problem and not until this
problem is settled, the agencies' profit potentials in the
PRC will be adversely affected. Also, the present distri-
bution system and low purchasing power will hinder the
delivery of products to the final consumers and adver-
tising of products will be a futile effort if the con-
sumers are not able to gain access to the product itself.
Moreover, communist China has developed, over the
past years, and especially during the Cultural Revolution,
a negative connotation for advertising, associating it
with propaganda for capitalism. This, coupled with the
fact that traditionally, the service industry in China has
never been accorded any priority in national development,'
meant that advertising in the PRC has never been regarded
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highly as a profession. Correcting such attitudes will
require a long period of time and patience. In fact, some
consumers are still confused and unsure of the meaning and
functions of advertising. When the researcher conducted a
consumer survey in the PRC, there were some consumers that
expressed concern over the quality of products advertised.
They have the impression that only products that are
defective or cannot sell will be advertised to attract
more customers.2 Such naivety may require some time to
change.
in addition, cultural and ideological differences are
bound to occur when an enterprise moves into new overseas
market, especially in underdeveloped countries where
people's exposure to the outside world is minimal. How-
ever, despite these problems, the agencies should look
upon the Chinese experience as challenges to overcome
rather than as barriers that deter them from wandering
into unfamiliar territory.
Justification for Long Term Perspective
Since the survey reveals that the agencies are aware
that Mr,' business would gradually assume greater impor-
tance in their companies in the coming 5 to 10 years. they
should start now to prepare themsei vas for future devel op-
ient and embark on some organised long-term plans. It
appears that the future PRC market is prospective enough
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to render such long term perspectives feasible and the
benefits of such long term development are numerous.
At the minimum, a certain level of government support
for the development of the advertising industry is ex-
pected. In rece-t years, the Chinese government's desire
to modernise China has been reflected by increased flexi-
bility of government policies. The current economic poli-
cies of the PRC is moving away from rigid, centralised,
state-planned economy and it is likely that the adver-
tising industry will benefit from this relaxation of
policy.
The further development of the advertising industry
would have definite advantages for the modernisation of
China. Advertising is a natural by-product of increased
modernisation and growth of manufacturing goods and ser-
vices. Especially with the influx of foreign technology
and merchandise, advertising would come along as a useful
mean to distinguish manufacturers and to promote the cor-
porate image of foreign institutions previously unknown to
the Chinese.
Thus, in the long run, it is likely that foreign
advertsing agencies will become more involved either as
part of the agencies' service to their clients or for the
future expansion and survival of the agencies. It is
expected that the advertsing environment in the PRC, with
the assistance of foreign agencies, will undergo slow but
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nevertheless, gradual improvements over the next 5 years.
To improve the situation would call -for the cooperation
and commitment of both the foreign agencies and the
parties concerned. Before.any substantial moves be made,
the agencies must be ready to commit themselves to long-
term development in the PRC.
Role of Foreign Advertising Agencies
in the PRC in the Long Run
Render Assistance in Export Advertising
There are many other ways in which foreign adver-
tising agencies can assume an important role in helping
the advertising industry in the PRC. Foreign advertising
agencies are in an excellent position to provide consult-
ing services to Chinese manufacturers on their business
activities both within and outside of China. In this
respect, foreign agencies can also play a very important
role-especially in advising Chinese manufacturers on- mar-
keting their goods and services abroad. With their world-
wide network and experience, foreign agencies can help to
bring the Chinese closer to their world markets.
Years ago, Young Rubicam, through their Special
Markets subsidiary in New York, pioneered the concept of
promoting Chinese exports abroad by bringing together the
Chinese manufacturers and overseas importers in a joint
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promotion effort to promote Beijing carpets. The project
involved the production of a series of films, advertise-
ments and brochures designed to educate the American
public on how Tian Tan carpets are made in China. It is
through such projects that foreign agencies can make sub-
stantial contributions to-the modernisation of China and
further enhance the confidence of Chinese authorities
towards the importance and credentials of foreign adver-
tising agencies.
The agencies should ccntiuously and aggressively
seek out provincial entities in the PRC that are involved
in foreign trade but which have not advertised inter-
nationally before and offer them assistance in promoting
their products abroad.
Hopefully, by influencing the attitudes of the au-
thorities would help strengthen the position and create
more opportunities for those 'concerned' agencies in the
Pnc.
Assist in Human Resources Development
Advertising agencies can also make valuable contribu-
tions towards the advertising industry in China especially
in the training of professional personnel. it is widely
agreed among advertising executives in foreign agencies
that the lack of professional personnel is the single most
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important hindrance to the development-of the advertising
industry in China. However, there are few qualified ex-
perts within PRC who can carry out this important human
resources development function. Thus the responsibility
rests heavily upon foreign advertising agencies. Through
the execution of promotional programmes in the PRC,
Chinese personnel would benefit from the 'on-the-job
training'. Yet it must be a continuous and organised
effort to develop a group of experienced, sophisticated
advertising executives who are also well-educated, discip-
lined thinkers, to process the necessary skills in re-
search and be able to evaluate media plans. Thus the
foreign agencies should further seek the cooperation of
PRC agencies to jointly embark on long term human
resources development projects.
Joint Venture as A Mean to Achieve the Ends
A mean for foreign advertising agencies to share new
techniques and ideas with PRC personnel is to set up joint
ventures with PRC agencies. Since wholly-owned subsi-
diaries of foreign entities are not encouraged-in the PRC
and the companies would consider it as too much of a risk,
the establishment of ioint ventures would be a viable
alternative. As a matter of fact, from undisclosed
sources, there are a few agencies in Hong Kong which are
presently in the process of negotiation with PRC agencies
on the issue of setting up joint ventures in China.
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The mutual benefits of setting up joint ventures are
numerous. With their worldwide experience in serving the
advertising requirements of many international companies
the agencies can bring technological expertise to the PRC
which may raise the standard and quality of other
advertising-related industries, such as film production,
photography, market research, etc. The agencies' expertise
of new product development, packaging innovation and for-
mulation of marketing plans enable them to provide counsel
and advice on production service development in the PRC.
Rather than just helping them promote exports abroad, a
foreign joint venture partner can assist Chinese manufac-
turers in assessing and identifying opportunities in the
foreign markets, setting up distribution and developing
effective advertising programs.
Through joint ventures, the foreign advertising agen-
cies may be in a better position to obtain market informa-
tion from various •PRC entities in China. They would also
be given a hand in further penetrating the PRC market and
opening a few more doors for them in terms of gaining
access to the consumer market and being in a better bar-
gaining position in obtaining exclusive rights for handl-
ing export advertising for the PRC. It also helps them to
gain inroads into China by establishing closer ties with
other PRC agencies in different regions thereby increasing
the level of convenience.
In setting up a joint venture, the major concerns of
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the foreign agencies would be the selection of the partner
and the location of the joint venture. The selection
process should be based on past experience, connections
with certain PRC agencies, availability of capital,
management and staff structure, duration of joint venture,
profit remittance, percentage of equity, training and the
capability of the PRC agency. Although the establishment
of joint venture would require imrnense time and effort,
the investment is well worth if the future long-range
perspective is taken into consideration.
Since the setting up of joint venture is a lengthy
process, it may be necessary to find other interim means
to solve the problem of the lack of research data. The
advertising agencies can solicit the support of local
universities to embark on projects to train researchers
and conduct market research on experimental basis. These
trained university students may also become the future
advertising executives of China.
On the other hand, the PRC personnel should adopt an
open attitude towards the foreign advertising agencies
entering into.the PRC market. They should be aware that
the foreign advertising agencies are in a goad position to
assist them in developing the advertising industry in the
PRC. They should be cooperative and render as much assis-
tance as possible to these outsiders for it is through
cooperative projects that they can acquire tree latest
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advertising techniques efficiently from the west.
Conclusion
To conclude, it is apparent that foreign advertising
agencies are motivated into entering the PRC market by
long-term expansion plans as well as immediate client
requests. Though some agencies are still skeptical about
the future development of advertising and believe that
they were passively brought into China only at the request
of their clients, they will be, whether they like it or
not, staying in the PRC for quite some time to come.
in view of their future development and likelihood of
further commitment, agencies should begin to focus on
long-term penetration strategies that would enable them to
gain further inroads into China.
Presently, there are two types of barriers that pre-
vent agencies from making immediate penetration into the
PRC. One type of barrier lies in the fragility and imma-
turity of the PRC advertising industry itself which the
foreign agencies can directly interfere and contribute to
improvements by providing further training through joint
promotion projects or joint ventures.
The other type, such as government regulation and
disorganised distribution system, lies external of the
advertising environment and which the foreign agencies can
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only influence indirectly. The agencies need to demons-
trate that they are resourceful, professional and concern
about the development of both China's trade and the people
running it by providing counsel and assistance to Chinese
manufacturers in developing marketing plans both at home
and abroad. In this way, they will gain the confidence and
trust of Chinese authorities and obtain their recognition
and respect in return.
The road to future development is still long and
rugged but with concerted efforts from agencies, it will
make the task much easier. In this way, the agencies will
be able to assume a much greater importance in the growth
of the advertising' industry in the PRC and the era when
the agencies merely act as media brokers will then be
over.
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In recent years, along with the opening up of China, advertising has regained
socialist respectability and has gradually infiltrated the PRC market. In an
attempt to facilitate better understanding of the advertising environment in
the PRC and bring more benefits to all parties, a research is conducted to
assess the situation realistically and to identify ways to improve the existing
advertising business in the PRC.
This researchs conducted as partial fulfilment- of the graduate requirement
for the Master of Business Administration degree of the Chinese University of
Hong Kong.
A part of the research includes a survey on the advertising agencies to
understand their perceptions of the advertising environment in the PRC.
Your company has been selected and you are cordially invited to complete thl
enclosed questionnaire. It would only take you 15 minutes. Your cooperation
in completing the questionnaire is crucial for the success of this research.
Response will be kept in strict confidence. After you have completed the
questionnaire, please return it to the undersigned using the stamped,
addressed envelope enclosed before January 31, 1986.
If you would 'like to have a summary of the findings, please fill in the enclosed
separate request sheet and mail it back to me. In order to remain anonymous,
you may want to mail the request sheet and the questionnaire, separately.
If you have any queries concerning this research, you are welcome to contact
me (tel: 0-610141 ext. 810) or my supervisor, Mr. Lo Wing Chun, Lecturer.
Department of Marketing and International Business, at 0-6352825.
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In late January, you were invited to participate in a survey concerning
advertising in the PRC. If you have already filled in the questionnaire, please
ignore this letter.
However, if for some reasons, you have not done so, may I invite you again tc
participate in this study? It would only take you 15 minutes. Your cooperatior
in completing the questionnaire is crucial for the success of this research.
For your convenience, enclosed please find another set of the same materials,
including the questionnaire, the stamped and addressed envelope and the
summary request sheet. I would be most grateful if you would return it to me
by February 21, 1986.





1. Dces your companyhave any business actfyftiies with the People's Republic of China (PRC)?
Yes
No (please go to SECTIONTWOon p.4)
If yes,
a. what is the nature of the business activities? (You may V' more than one.
carry out promotional activities in the PRCon behalf of foreign firms.
carry out promotional activities in foreign countries (including Hong Kong and Macau)
on behalf of PRCfirms.
b. Under what types of arrangements are these activities organised? (You may more than one
protect-by-protect on an adhoc basis.
contractual cooperative agreements with PRCadvertising agencies/organisations.
joint ventures in the PRCwith PRCadvertising agencies/organisations.
Joint ventures in foreign countries with PRCadvertising agencies/organisations
others (please specify)
2. Nowdo you perceive the importance of PPC business to your company?
Extremely Very Moderately Not.
Important Important Important Important
a. right now
b. 5 years from now
c. 10 years from now




4. In which year did your companyfirst start business activities in the PRC?






a. In general, how would you rate the current investment environment for foreign advertising firms in the
ARC? On a scale of 1 to 6, 1 represents Extremely favorable and 6 represents Extremely unfavorable,






agencies in the PRC
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8. On the following conditions in the PRC, please the appropriate box to indicate your opinion on
the extent that they are favorable to the development of the advertising activities in the PRC. On a
scale of 1 to 6, 1 represents Extremely favorable and 6 represents Extremely unfavorable.
Extremely Somewhat Somewhat ExtremelyFavorable Favorable Favorable Unfavorable Unfavorable Unfavorable






d. Access to audience
e. Availability of
advertising media





regions in the PRC
h. Fragmented consumer
market
9. Please name3 major improvements you would like to see concerning the development of the advertising




10. Please rate the potential for the following activities in the PRC by the appropriate box.On the following scale, 1 represents Extremely high potential and 6 represents Extremely
low potential.
ModeratelyExtremely Moderately Extremely
HighHighNigh Low Low Low
Potential Potential PotentialPotential Potential Potential







fees your company conduct the following activities in the PRC? Please the anpropriare box to indicateyour opinion
Very very
Often Sometimes Rarely Never
a. Sell radio air time
b. Sell TV air time
c. Direct mail marketing
d. Organise exhibitions
e. Billboard advertising
f. Arrange window displays
g. Others (please specify)
12. Does your companyhave any business activities in other communist countr!es?
Yes No
13. Have you personally engaged in advertising business in the PRC?
Yes No
This is the end of the questionnaire. Thank you very muchfor your cooperation.
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SECTIONTWO(THIS SECTIONIS FORCOMPANIESWHICHDO NOTHAVEANYBUSINESSACTIVITIESWITHTHEPRC)
14. Howdo you perceive the importance of PRCbusiness to your company?
Extremely Very Moderately Not
Important. Important Important Important
a. right now
b. 5 years from now
c. 10 years from now




16. In general, how would you rate the current investment environment for foreign advertising firms in the
PRC? On a scale of I to 6, 1 represents Extremely favorable and 6 represents Extremely Unfavorable.
Please the appropriate boy to indicate your opinion.
Extremely Somewhat Somewhat Extremely
Favorable Favorable Favorable Unfavorable Unfavorable Unfavorable










18. Please name3 major improvements you would like to see concerning the development of the advertising





19. Please rate the potential for the following advertising activities in the PRC by the appropeiate
box. On the following scale 1 represents Extremely high potential and 6represents Extremelyatelow potential.
Extremely Moderately Moderately ExtremelyHigh Nigh Nigh Low Low LowPotential Potential Potential Potential Potential Potential







20. Does your companyhave any business activities in other communist countries?
Yes No
21. Have you personally engaged in advertising business in the PRC?
Yes No










I have filled in your survey questionnaire and I am interested to have a
summary of your survey findings.
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